Abstract-Traditionally, a single model is developed for a data mining task. As more data is being collected at a more detailed level, organizations are becoming more interested in having specific models for distinct parts of data (e.g. customer segments). From the business perspective, data can be divided naturally into different dimensions. Each of these dimensions is usually hierarchically organized (e.g. country, city, zip code), which means that, when developing a model for a given part of the problem (e.g. a zip code) the training data may be collected at different levels of this nested hierarchy (e.g. the same zip code, the city and the country it is located in). Selecting different levels of granularity may change the performance of the whole process, so the question is which level to use for a given part. We propose a metalearning model which recommends a level of granularity for the training data to learn the model that is expected to obtain the best performance. We apply decision tree and random forest algorithms for metalearning. At the base level, our experiment uses results obtained by outlier detection methods on the problem of detecting errors in foreign trade transactions. The results show that using metalearning help finding the best level of granularity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data Mining (DM) projects are often based on the raw data obtained from Enterprise Resource Plan ning (ERP) or Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems. The data collected will be used to obtain knowledge that can be used to improve the business processes of the organization. To ensure that these goals are achieved, a methodology like CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM [1] should be followed.
Generally, a single model is created by DM algorithms for all data. For example, a single model is generated to predict sales for all products. But it has already been shown that there is no conunonly best algorithm for a broad domain of problems [2] .
As more data becomes available, organizations are not satisfied with single model for dealing with their prediction problems. For different areas of the data space, they want different models, that are well suited for those areas (e.g. different customer segments or different product categories) [3] . The first arisen question is how to split the data. We believe that Business Intelligence (BI) can be used for that purpose because a lot of effort has been invested into identifying the data dimensions that are relevant for the business (i.e. implemented as the data cubes).
The second question is the granularity of the split. In BI the values of a dimension are organized hierarchically. The best models for a given subset of the data may be obtained by training with data from other, related subsets (e.g. if the amount of the data available for a given product is small, a more reliable model may be obtained by training with data from other products in the same category) [4] .
In addition, a data hierarchy has been carefully designed by experts. The corresponding subsets are meaningful from a business perspective. Therefore, subsets defined by Data Warehouse (DW) dimen sions are generally expected to represent partitions of the data which may be useful to improve learning processes. However, since there are multiple levels, finding the best subset for learning a model by DM is a crucial task. One solution can be metalearning.
Metalearning is learning about learning pro cesses [5] . It models the relationship between the characteristics of the data with the performance of the algorithms. It is often used to select the best al gorithm for a specific problem, such as classification or regression.
In this paper we address this question: How to choose the right level of granularity, as defined by DW dimensions, to model a DM problem? We use a metalearning approach, in which the characteristics of the data are mapped to the performance of the learning algorithms at different levels of granularity.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II sum marizes some background knowledge about the data, previous results, and metalearning fields. Section III describes our methodology for data analysis and metalearning to find the best level of granularity. The obtained results are presented in Section IV. The results are discussed in Section V. Finally, a conclusion and the future work are presented in Sections VI and VII, respectively.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we start by introducing the case study and then we summarize the metalearning.
A. Case study: error detection in foreign trade statistics Foreign trade statistics are important to describe the state of the economy of countries [6] . They are usually estimated by the different national statistics institutes based on data provided by companies. However, this data often contains errors because companies do not always appreciate the importance of providing accurate information. If undetected, these errors may, in some cases, have a significant impact on the value of the statistics. Therefore, national statistics institutes, such as the Portuguese Institute of Statistics (Instituto Nacional de Esta tistica -INE), apply a combination of automatic and manual procedures to identify and correct those errors. Their goal is to detect as many errors as possible -to maximize the quality of the statisticswith as little manual effort as possible -to minimize the cost.
Some of the previous work on error detection has used outlier detection, classification and clustering approaches (e.g., [4] , [6] ). In general, satisfactory results have been obtained as some approaches were able to detect most of the erroneous transactions by choosing a small subset of suspicious transactions for manual inspection. However, this was not true for all products. This is partly due to the fact that some products have very few transactions. Given that each product is analyzed individually, the de cision can be based on a very small set of data.
In [4] , investigation of improvement of previous results by aggregating the data from different prod ucts based on the product taxonomy was done. The INE data (See Table I (Fig. 1) .
Each product is presented with a unique 8-digits product code (Levell). By going up in the product taxonomy, the number of products in each level increases. Therefore, by grouping the transactions at a higher level of the product taxonomy may help obtaining better results when compared to an anal ysis at the product level (Levell) itself, especially in the cases where the amount of data at this level is too small. According to previous work, the best results are obtained at different levels of the taxonomy for different products (Fig. 2) . For example, the best results for the products on the right leaf are obtained at the third level of product taxonomy while for the products at the middle leaf, the best results are obtained at the second level (black models in Fig. 2 ). In spite of the fact that their results show that the aggregation is generally useful (Fig. 3) , they also show that the best results for different products are obtained at different levels of granularity (Fig. 4) . The metalearning strategies has been studied dur ing the last decade. Various meaning can be found in literature for metalearning [7] - [ 10] . The unity of [6] Transaction number: Number of transactions made in the same month of the product which the current transaction is from Error: Target value (1: error, 0: normal transaction).
learning strategies [12] .
The characterization of a classification problem and its effect on algorithm performance is inves tigated by Rendell and Cho [13] . They use the size and concentration of the classes as features . This idea was extended in 1992 by Aha [14] Aha creates rules for learning, i.e., [4] references agrees to consider the metalearning ap proach as a research structure for discovering learn ing algorithms that improve their efficiency [11] . The main idea is that high-quality dataset char acteristics (metafeatures) provide some information to differentiate the performance of a set of given if a given dataset has specific characteristics (CI, C2, ... , Cn) then algorithm Al should be selected.
In 1976, John Rice used the term algorithm selection [15] to describe the correlation of data characteristics of a specific problem with the perfor mance of the algorithms. In addition, a metalearning algorithm for supporting the selection of learning algorithms is presented in [16] . The problem of selecting the level of granularity used for the training data used for different products can be addressed with a metalearning approach. It can be used to map the characteristics of the data with the ideal level of granularity [17] . DM models can be learned at different levels of granularity. Consequently, the data characteristics can be calcu lated and used to determine the best level for each product [6] , [18] .
On the far side of the task of algorithm selection problem, there are many other problems that the same idea can be derived. For example to select the best parameter settings (Levels in our case), a metalearning approach can be used. In 2005, Shawkat and Smith [19] utilized metalearning to find the best kernel to use with support vector machines (SVMs). By changing the kernel, the algorithm essentially changes and there will be different performances for each setting.
III. METHODOLOGY Fig. 5 shows our proposed metalearning model. The problem is to find the best level of granularity to apply an outlier detection algorithm to have the best performance. For each unique product, metafeatures (see Section III-A) are calculated. The metadata is consist of the metafeatures and the best performance obtained by base-level. Then the metadata is used for training in the metal earning process.
In our experiment, there are different products, Pi for i = 1, ... , nl while nl is the number of unique products at the first level. Products are organized in a four-levels hierarchy (Cl , j = 1, ... , k)) where k = 4. Each product is distinguished by an 8-digits code.
Level one contains all the products with the same 8-digits code. Level two includes all the products with the same first 6-digits code. Similarly, levels three and four contain the products with the same 4-and 2-digits code, respectively. For example, all the dried fruits have a product code starting with 11 while raisins, which are a specific type of dried fruits, have code 1155.
The best model for a given product depends on the product itself and the data available. For instance, given a very specific product with a lot of transactions, the best results can be obtained by learning a model on training data from that product only. On the other hand, if the product is very general behavior or has very few transactions, the best model can be obtained by training with the full dataset. It is expected that in other cases the best model can be obtained by training on data from intermediate levels of the hierarchy. Therefore, the question is, given a product, what subset of the data should be used for training.
By mapping the characteristics of the different subsets to the performance of learning algorithms, a metalearning approach can be used in this problem.
However, another question is raised. For large datasets, the number of candidate subsets is very large, so it is not feasible to consider all of them in a metalearning approach. When available, such as in our case study, a hierarchy of the observations (e.g. products, product families, ... ) can be used to reduce the number of candidate sets of training data to be considered. So, for product Pi the data sets considered contain the transactions concerning the levels Cl, cf, ... ,Cf (where k = 4 in our case study). A metalearning approach is then used to choose, for a given product Pi, the level of the hierarchy, j = 1, ... , k = 4 that contains the data which is expected to generate the best model for that product.
The metadata consists of algorithm performance data and metafeatures. Algorithm performance data is obtained by running base-level experiments. In these experiments, an outlier detection method (LOF [4] , [20] ) at each level, for each product. The data from a month is used for training and the accuracy of the model is tested with the data from the next month. The performance of outlier detection for the product i on the level j is indicated by P Ii .
The metafeatures for each level of the product hierarchy are also calculated. mil is a vector con taining the calculated metafeatures for the product i at the level j.
Having P Ii and mil enables us to create the metadata set. Each metadata row includes the prod uct code (Pi), metafeatures for all levels of the product code (mil, 'Vj E {I, ... ,k}), and the best performance obtained by outlier detection methods for that product among all the levels (P hesti ' see Eq. 1). Eq. 2 shows the format of the metadata sets in our experiment.
By applying a learning algorithm on the metadata, we obtain a meta-model that can be used to predict the best level of granularity for each product code.
A. MetaJeatures
The extracted metafeatures noted above (mil), is describe briefly in this section. A comprehensive study was done by [21] for feature selection. Totally 15 measures were proposed to describe the char acteristics of the data. Their effectiveness through extensive experiments were evaluated. A list of all features which are used for this study with a brief description is provided in the Table II. The detail description of each metafeature is explained in [21] .
IY. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Two learning algorithms were used in our experi evaluating a condition on an attribute in each node. The origin of the DT is a root node at the top of the tree. The decision taken after computing all attributes downward. The classification rules are the path from the root to the leaf. A RF is a construction of multiple DTs at the training time. Precisely, RF is a forest of uncorrelated trees such that each tree depends on the values of a random vector sampled and with the same distribution for all trees in the forest [23] . These algorithms are applied on the metadata and tried to predict the best level of granularity. There are four possible levels to apply the outlier detection algorithm: level 1 (OD8), level 2 (OD6), level 3 (OD4), and level 4(OD2). While "OD" stands for the outlier detection method and the suffixes (8, 6, 4, and 2) show the number of COlmnon digits among the product codes in the same level.
In our experiment, the two algorithms applied separately on the metadata and then the obtained model is applied on unseen observations. The ac curacy of our model (See Section III) is compared with the baseline accuracy on different levels.
At the baseline, the LOF algorithm is applied on all the possible levels. Then the level with the best performance among all is selected as a predicted level for that product. Thereafter, by knowing the prediction of the level with the best performance for all product codes (the majority predicted level among all the product codes) and its actual value (the predicted level for a product code), the accuracy of the baseline is obtained.
The prediction accuracy of the model is our primary comparison measure. The accuracy of our model is compared with the accuracy of baseline.
The results are plotted in Fig. 6 . The accuracy of applying the RF algorithm on the metadata is labeled as "ML-RF". The accuracy of DT is also plotted as "ML-Tree". The average accuracy is calculated in a month for all the product codes.
It is clear that the performance of the RF model is almost better than the performance of the baseline. The difference is significant between the RF and the baseline, almost two times. While the baseline itself is not accurate enough because the best level of granularity is different from one product code to another. Although the performance of the DT is not as good as the RF model, it shows better results than the baseline for September, 1998. The overall results for all of the metrics mentioned in [4] (Recall, Accuracy, and Effort) are shown in Fig. 7 . As long as the accuracy is ac ceptable, the prediction of each level can also be analyzed by other two metrics: Effort, and Recall. In this figure the Recall also is acceptable according to the satisfaction level of experts (more than 90%) although the recall is sustained a drop when the number of observations is not sufficient in the first level (ODS). The comparison of the Recall for metalearning approach and the baseline is also illustrated in Fig. 8 . While the baseline sustains significantly more than 50% in recall degradation for higher levels, the RF incurs around 60% or more decrease in recall in the highest level. The DT algorithm performs variably on different levels. Nevertheless, for the lower levels, where the number of observations are very low, the baseline prevail the metal earning results.
Other metric which is noted previously is effort. Fig. 9 compares the effort obtained from metal earn ing approaches with the baseline. For the lower levels where the number of observations is low, the both metalearning algorithms outperform the baseline performance. This is due to the inaccurate model built on top of a few training examples at the baseline.
From our experiments, our metalearning model compares favorably with the baseline results across the different levels of granularity. However, the metalearning model do not always outperform the baseline. One of the reason for this problem can be the lack of enough observations for calculating the metafeatures. Therefore, the performance of the 
V. DISCUSSION
As mentioned above, by increasing the available data, a single model cannot be useful for the whole data. Therefore, creating a specific model for subset of data can help improving the performance. The problem of splitting the data into different subsets is investigated in several ways. DW is a natural way to use the data dimension for splitting the data into subsets. This dimensions, equivalent to the different levels of hierarchy in the data, is used for prediction of the errors in the statistical data [4] . Their results showed that the best level of granularity differ from one product to another. So we use metalearning approaches to help predicting the best level of granularity for each individual product, separately.
For statistical data, there is no cost for aggrega tion of data at different levels. But in some case, like Vehicular networks data, there is a high cost to aggregate the data in higher levels. In such a network, the problem can be decision making for an individual car moving in a city. So it can use its data, data from its neighbors, higher level like Road Side Unit (RSU), or traffic center. As a result, there are involved cost like communication and time costs. The time can be crucial for safety application in VANETs. Considering these costs, different ap proaches for feature selection and metalearning is needed.
VI. CONCLUSION
Metalearning strategy aims at assisting the user in select appropriate learning algorithm for the par ticular data mining task. The problem of finding the error in the foreign trade statistics is important for providing accurate information. These errors may have a significant impact on the value of the statistics. In INE data, the products are organized in a 4-levels taxonomy. The objective of using metal earning is to recommend the best level for applying the outlier detection.
In this paper, we proposed a new model for metalearning to recommend the best level of granu larity. The basic idea is to avoid applying the outlier detection at all levels of granularity to find the best one. Instead, the model recommends the best level of granularity for applying the outlier detection algorithm. The proposed model has been applied on the INE dataset for several months. 15 metafeatures are used for the purpose of data characterization.
Extensive experimental results have illustrated the improvement of accuracy of metalearning ap proaches comparing to the baseline. The results sug gest that applying the RF algorithm on the metadata significantly improve the accuracy when compare to the baseline.
VII. FUTURE WORKS
Due to different characteristics of datasets, one interesting work would be working with a dataset from VANETs. This dataset, as discussed in Sec tion V, have lots of involved costs. Consequently, for selecting the best level of granularity, these costs also should be taken into account.
Feature selection is also another absorbing future work that can influence the performance of the metalearning approaches. Therefore, depending on the problem, different features should be selected.
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